
Capillary debuts as a leader with layers of innovation around product flexibility

The ecosystem of channel partners for all successful businesses has been ever-expanding,
emphasizing on the need to strengthen these partnerships by observing them from a
customer-centric mindset. Therefore brands need to set up an exclusive incentive program to
scale and improve these partner interactions. In this category of loyalty, Capillary has been
recognized as a Strong Performer in the Forrester WaveTM: Channel Incentive Management,
Q1 2022 report, ranking in the top 4 among 11 vendors.

Capillary’s comprehensive solutions for loyalty and customer engagement enable marketers to
understand channel partners’ needs in detail and address them through a holistic rewarding
experience. We believe this recognition is a testament to our ability to effectively guide and
partner with brands in deploying suitable rewards programs based on their needs and industry
trends.

Let's take a closer look at what channel incentive management entails - what to consider while
developing an incentive program for a brand and how Capillary has been a leader in this
category.

What is Channel Incentive Management (CIM)?

In its report, Forrester has defined channel incentives as: “Programs that drive behavior, whether
establishing new behaviors, suppressing old ones, or repositioning partners for a new
opportunity.” Also known as B2B loyalty, CIM aims to foster loyalty among channel partners
and orchestrate their behavior, ultimately resulting in improved indirect sales. Choosing the right
tech solution can help brands automate and scale these loyalty programs across many partners.



Here are three fundamental factors that brands need to consider while shaping their channel
incentive programs:

1) Looking beyond transactional incentives
Traditionally, channel loyalty programs largely depend on incentivizing transactional events. But
with access to more behavioral data, brands now have the vast opportunity to identify
non-transactional events and behavior that brands may want to encourage among partners.
Connecting with the brand on social media, sharing product reviews and feedback, referring the
brand to a peer, sharing relevant information about the partner company are all examples of
non-transactional events that can be incentivized. By infusing non-transactional incentives in
B2B loyalty, brands can increase partner interactions and enhance the overall experience.

2) Personalization for each channel
Personalizing rewards and promotions is the cornerstone of the brand-channel relationship.
Forrester states that "Channel incentives need to be highly personalized, targeted, and rich
enough to garner attention and long-term behavior modification." The right tech solution can
predict partner behavior to help brands create personalized and highly targeted campaigns, offers
and communications. For example, a global CPG company would need to consider the
preferences and behavioral trends of its distributing retailers from various countries before
designing relevant rewarding experiences for each region.

3) Staying future-ready with data analytics
The channel partner ecosystem is growing and evolving everyday. Their demands, roles and
preferences may change, and businesses must be ready with advanced technology to manage and
shape-shift with these changes. AI-based data analytics tools can empower brands to track and
predict customer and industry trends and suggest the next best steps in B2B marketing strategies.
In the oil and gas industry, for example, fuel forecourts must not ignore  the electric vehicle
revolution now which will change channel partnerships forever. Brands can be future-ready by
addressing such changes through the right CIM solution.

As Forrester’s report analyzes the top providers of CIM through various evaluation criteria, it has
declared multiple capabilities of Capillary’s solution as best-in-class in the industry by giving the
highest possible score in categories like Analysis tools and BI; Data Management & Reporting;
Innovation Roadmap; Supporting Products & Services; Security and Privacy as well as
Non-monetary Incentives. Sharing his views on Capillary’s recognition, Aneesh Reddy
(Executive Director and CEO of Capillary Technologies) said, “Channel partnerships are rapidly
expanding, and brands are realizing the need to strengthen their B2B channel relationships with
meaningful loyalty strategies. Capillary’s Loyalty+ addresses this by boosting trust and loyalty,
and orchestrating favorable behavior by channel partners with advanced loyalty templates to
enable powerful B2B and channel loyalty programs. We are proud that our platform has received



this title which acknowledges our strong performance in the industry, we will continue to
innovate in this developing landscape.”

At Capillary, we focus on providing a seamless user journey that is fully configurable to the
business needs of our customers. This leads to an incessant increase in repeat sales and improves
brand engagement among partners. With personalization becoming a crucial element in B2B
loyalty rewards, and our predictive AI-based technology enables businesses to steer ahead of the
complexities in the channel ecosystem. Overall, Capillary’s end-to-end loyalty management
platform provides innovative channel loyalty solutions that increasingly deepens connections
between brands and their partners.

Access the full Forrester Wave report for an in-depth analysis of the CIM solutions and how
Capillary is a leading vendor in the space.


